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Settling Defendants (And Their Insurers)        

Beware: Eleventh Circuit Holds Settling    

Insurer Liable for Failure to Protect Medi-

care Payments Made By Private Insurer 
Lee C. Schmeer, Philadelphia  

lschmeer@schnader.com 

 

Although personal injury tort defendants and their 

insurers understandably were concerned when   

Congress passed the Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP  

Extension Act of 2007 (MMSEA), their fears of       

increased enforcement of a double damages penalty 

or $1,000 fine per day for failure to reimburse    

Medicare or to report the resolution of a Medicare 

beneficiary’s claim proved to be exaggerated.  A   

recent decision from the Eleventh Circuit, however, 

serves as an important reminder that the Medicare 

Secondary Payer Act (“MSP”) and MMSEA are still 

relevant, and that their requirements can extend to 

payments by private insurers.  

In Humana Medical Plan, Inc. v. Western Heritage 

Ins. Co., a Medicare Advantage Organization 

(“MAO”), which functioned as a third party, non-

governmental provider of Medicare services, sued a 

liability insurer to recover approximately $20,000 it 

paid for medical expenses, after a Medicare          

Advantage plan settled a personal injury action for 

$115,000 without making provision for repayment of 

the lien.  Although, the settling liability insurer failed 

to determine whether there was a Medicare lien, it 

did include a representation in the release that there 

was no Medicare lien, as well as an indemnification 

clause in the event any such lienholder came         

forward.  Subsequent to the initial agreement to 

settle, it also had the amount of the lien placed in 

trust with the plaintiff’s attorney.     

The MAO sued the liability insurer after it failed to 

recoup the lien amount from the plaintiff.  After the 

MAO prevailed in the district court, the question for 

the Eleventh Circuit was whether the private MAO 

had the same private cause of action provided to 

CMS to pursue its conditional payments.   

The Eleventh Circuit answered in the affirmative, 

holding that “[t]he statutory text of the MSP Act 

clearly indicates that MAOs are included within the 

purview of parties who may bring a private cause of 

action.”  The Court was also not persuaded that the 

liability insurer had fulfilled its obligations by placing 

the lien amount into trust, and found that double 

damages were required by statute. 
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It is entirely possible that the settling liability insurer 

will be able to recover some or all of its costs and 

expenses pursuant to the release’s indemnity provi-

sions, but as we always counsel our clients, you do 

not want to rely on the ability of a personal injury 

plaintiff to indemnify you, as pursuing indemnity can 

be expensive, and there is no guarantee of a full  

recovery.  The lesson to be learned from this case is 

that settling tortfeasors and insurers must remain 

vigilant in their compliance with Medicare’s notifica-

tion and reimbursement schemes, even (and        

perhaps especially) where reimbursement is to a 

private MAO.  Humana Medical Plan, Inc. v.     

Western Heritage Ins. Co., No. 15-11436, 2016 U.S. 

App. LEXIS 14509 (11th Cir. Aug. 8, 2016) 

Cargo Carrier Liable Under Montreal      

Convention to Consignor and Consignor’s 

Insurer For Delayed, Spoiled Produce 
Julie Randolph, Philadelphia 

jrandolph@schnader.com 

 

A federal district court granted summary judgment 

against British Airways with regard to claims for  

produce that allegedly spoiled as the result of a 

three-day delay in transportation.  The court denied 

British Airways’ summary judgment motion, which 

asserted lack of standing and notice, contract terms 

that trumped plaintiffs’ claims, and lack of proof 

that delay caused plaintiffs’ damages. 

Paramount Export Company contracted British Air-

ways to transport 386 cartons of fresh produce from 

Los Angeles, California to Muscat, Oman via London 

Heathrow Airport.  The produce, which had an air 

waybill stating the cargo was “highly perishable” and 

“please do not delay,” was delivered to Oman three 

days late, and 303 of the 386 cartons ultimately 

were determined to be ruined.  Great American, 

which insured the shipment, reimbursed Paramount 

for damages in the amount of $13,897.75.   

The district court first rejected British Airways’ argu-

ment that Paramount, the consignor, lacked stand-

ing to pursue recovery for the shipment because 

only the consignee has standing to pursue recovery 

for a delivered shipment under Articles 12, 13 and 

14 of the Montreal Convention.  The district court, 

like most (although not all) courts to address this 

issue, found that Articles 12-14 of the Convention do 

not govern standing, and that a real-party-in-

interest (i.e., the party that suffered the loss) can 

assert a Convention claim.  The court also held there 

is nothing in the Convention that prohibits a subro-

gated insurer from pursuing a Montreal Convention 

claim (a very common practice).   

The court next rejected British Airways’ argument 

that the plaintiffs could not recover because the  

notice provided by Paramount’s agent did not satisfy 

the notice requirement of Article 31, as it was not 

provided by “the person entitled to delivery.”      

Although Article 31(2) explicitly requires that notice 

be provided by the person entitled to delivery, the 

court focused on Article 31(3) and (4), which require 

that the complaint must be in writing and provided 

within the time period set forth in Article 31(2), but 

do not reference the person entitled to delivery.  

Although the result is not entirely surprising, as 

courts have inconsistently enforced requirements 

regarding who must give notice, the court’s focus on 

Article 31(3) and (4) is confusing, and seemingly  

contrary to the language and intent of the Conven-

tion. 

British Airways argued that it was not liable for the 

delay because its air waybill did not specify a date or 

time certain for delivery, and its conditions of       
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 carriage state that times are not guaranteed, and 

disclaim responsibility for losses due to deteriora-

tion of perishable cargo.  The court rejected these 

arguments, stating that British Airways “may not 

escape liability by relying on provisions of its        

contract of carriage that are inconsistent with the 

Montreal Convention” – i.e., under Article 26, a  

contract may not decrease a carrier’s liability under 

the Convention. 

Finally, the court found that British Airways had not 

established any defense pursuant to Articles 18 

(e.g., inherent vice) or 19 (all reasonable measures).  

Because British Airways admitted that it “bumped” 

this shipment of perishable cargo and provided no 

evidence that it took (or could not reasonably take) 

measures to avoid subsequent damages, the court 

found no Article 19 defense available.  Moreover, 

because British Airways only implied, not proved, 

that that the cargo’s perishable nature constituted 

an inherent vice, it failed to establish a defense   

under Article 18(2) of the Convention.  Accordingly, 

the plaintiffs were entitled to summary judgment for 

the total amount of $13,897.75, plus costs and pre-

judgment interest. Paramount Export Co. v. British 

Airways PLC, No. CV 14-07859-JEM, 2016 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 78718 (C.D. Cal. June 16, 2016). 

Fifth Circuit Grounds Ziba’s Appeal:        

Conviction for Intimidating a Flight 

Attendant Affirmed 
David C. Dziengowski, Philadelphia 

ddziengowski@schnader.com 

 

We first wrote about the case of United States v. 

Ziba in our Spring 2016 newsletter.  As a refresher, 

this case arose out of an incident on a Southwest 

flight from Denver to Dallas on January 18, 2015.  

Mr. Ziba, then a 25 year-old-man and passenger of 

Flight 958, became intoxicated before boarding the 

aircraft.  Upon boarding, he refused to stay in his 

seat, shouted obscenities, and claimed that people 

would be sorry.  The flight crew construed his      

remarks to be threats to the safety of the aircraft 

and its passengers, resulting in a diverted landing in 

Amarillo, Texas.  

The United States subsequently charged Mr. Ziba 

with intimidating a flight attendant to interfere with 

the performance of the attendant’s duties, an 

offense under 49 U.S.C. § 46504.  After a four-day 

trial, it took a federal jury less than three hours to 

return a verdict of a guilty.  Mr. Ziba received a    

sentence of four months in prison.   

On appeal, Mr. Ziba argued that the jury based its 

verdict on insufficient evidence, that 49 U.S.C. § 

46504 is a specific intent, not a general intent, 

crime, and that there was no evidence that he acted 

with knowledge that he was intimidating anybody or 

meant to complete an unlawful act.  On April 20, 

2016, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit 

rejected Mr. Ziba’s request for oral argument.  Not 

two months later, in an unpublished, two-page  

opinion, the Fifth Circuit rejected Mr. Ziba’s appeal 

altogether.  

In so doing, the Fifth Circuit reminded Mr. Ziba that 

it long ago decided that 49 U.S.C. § 46504 is a      

general intent crime (where conduct alone can 

prove guilt).   

As such, Mr. Ziba did not need to intend the result of 

his actions (that the flight crew feels threatened and 

intimidated).  He need only intend his actions.  The 

court concluded its short opinion with this admoni-

tion: “[t]his defendant was well aware of his conduct 

and talk interfering with the crews and attendants 

and requiring the flight to be diverted.”   

On June 21, 2016, Mr. Ziba petitioned the Fifth    

Circuit for an en banc rehearing of his case, asking 

the full court—comprised of 17 judges—to reconsid-

er the panel’s ruling (comprised of the traditional, 

three judges).  The Fifth Circuit dashed any remain-

ing hope that his conviction would be overturned 

when, on July 12, 2016, it denied that petition.    

Airlines and its passengers should take note: disrup-

tive behavior is not only rude, it may also be       

criminal. United States v. Ziba, 2016 U.S. App. LEXIS 

10386 (5th Cir. June 8, 2016) (per curiam).  
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 Congress Attempts to Plug Gaps in FAA’s      
Drone Regulations 

Robert J. Williams, Pittsburgh 
rwilliams@schnader.com 

 

Funding for the Federal Aviation Administration was 
scheduled to expire on July 15, 2016.  As the sun 
was about to set on the FAA, however, President 
Obama signed the FAA Extension, Safety, and       
Security Act of 2016 (the “Act”) extending funding 
through September 30, 2017.  Government purse 
strings frequently are leveraged for changes in    
substantive law and policy.  The Act is no different.  
It contains thirteen (13) provisions pertaining to 
safety, licensing and integration of Unmanned     
Aircraft Systems (“UAS” or “drones”) into the       
national airspace system, many of which address 
potential omissions in the FAA’s recently enacted 
drone regulations. 

The following are key drone-related provisions of 
the Act: 

 Identification standards.  The FAA’s existing reg-
ulations require operators to affix a registration 
number to the drone.  As a practical matter, 
however, those markings are too small to be 
legible from any distance farther than one or 
two feet.  Consequently, there is little chance of 
apprehending an operator who commits an air-
space incursion or other violation.  If the drone 
crashes, those markings may be obscured or 
destroyed, also inhibiting identification of the 
owner or operator.  Section 2202 of the Act 
attempts to address those circumstances by  
requiring the FAA to convene with industry 
stakeholders to develop a means of remote 
identification of drones by July 15, 2017.   

 Mandatory notices and civil penalty.  The FAA 
has made efforts to educate drone operators 
about applicable laws and regulations, including 
through its “KnowB4YouFly” website.  However, 
it is unclear whether and to what extent the FAA 
has the resources and authority to enforce    
applicable regulations.  Section 2203 of the Act 
makes it mandatory for the manufacturer to 
provide to owners and operators upon delivery 
of the drone various information about safety, 
laws and regulations.  Failure to comply is pun-
ishable by a civil penalty of up to $27,500 per 
violation. 

 Interference with emergency responders.  The 
media contains countless reports of drones in-
terfering with aerial firefighters, police and heli-
copter EMS operations – some arising out of the 
morbid curiosity of hobbyists, and others arising 
out of the work of would-be photojournalists 
looking to acquire footage to sell to local and 
national television outlets.  When apprehended, 
several of those operators have been charged 
with criminal interference under state and local 
laws.  Section 2205 of the Act criminalizes that 
interference at a federal level, providing for a 
civil penalty of up to $20,000 for a drone        
operator who knowingly or recklessly interferes 
with emergency responders. 

 Emergency exemption process.  Prior to promul-
gating regulations for operation of drones, i.e., 
Part 107, the FAA authorized commercial       
operations on a case-by-case basis, through             
Certificates of Waiver or Authorization ("COAs").  
Although various measures were implemented 
to expedite the COA process, delays remain and 
the timetable for a decision on an application 
remains uncertain. Operators who comply with 
Part 107 do not need a COA.  Those who wish to 
operate drones outside the confines of Part 107, 
however, will require a COA.  Section 2207    
requires the FAA to develop an emergency ap-
plication process for certain operators serving 
the public, e.g., first responders and utility   
companies, so they will not face the uncertainty 
of the existing COA process. 

 Applications for protected airspace.  Designation 
of drone no-fly zones has been made mostly and    
unilaterally by the FAA.  Section 2209 of the Act, 
however, directs the FAA to develop a process 
whereby the owners and operators of certain 
“fixed site facilities,” i.e., critical infrastructures, 
oil refineries, and amusement parks, can apply 
for  permanent restrictions over specifically de-
lineated boundaries. 

 Exemptions for beyond line-of-sight operations. 
Part 107, like currently-issued COA’s, requires 
drones to be operated in daylight within visual 
line-of-sight.  Industry proponents argue that is 
one of the largest (and unwarranted) limitations 
on the utility of drones.  Section 2210 requires 
the FAA to allow drone operations beyond line-
of-sight (“BLOS”) and during night time for     
activities related to critical infrastructures.  The  
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establishment of safe BLOS operations in these 
contexts is an important precursor to the expan-
sion of authorization of BLOS operation in other 
commercial applications. 

 Research on UAS collisions.  Little to no live testing 
has been done on drone impact with manned air-
craft.  Instead, most of the data has been derived 
from calculations and computer simulations.      
Section 2212 of the Act requires the FAA to partner 
with the National Aeronautics and Space             
Administration to conduct actual tests with various 
aircraft in different operational settings. 

The FAA has made much progress in a relatively short 
period of time.  The Act ensures that progress will   
continue, by authorizing and facilitating continued ac-
tion for safety, utility and airspace integration.  A copy 
of the Act is available here. The FAA Extension, Safety, 
and Security Act of 2016 (a/k/a FAA Reauthorization 
Act), Pub. L. No. 114-190, title II, §2101, et seq., signed 
into law on July 15, 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aviation Cybersecurity Provisions in FAA        
Reauthorization Act of 2016 
Allison Snyder, New York 
asnyder@schnader.com 

 
The FAA Extension, Safety, and Security Act of 2016 (a/
k/a FAA Reauthorization Act), discussed in the preced-
ing article, has received limited attention in the aviation 
world.   In addition to setting forth important provisions 
relating to the operation of UAS, it also includes Section 
211 (“Aviation cybersecurity”), which requires the FAA 
to develop a “framework of principles and policies to 
reduce cybersecurity risks to the national airspace    
system, civil aviation, and agency information systems.”   

Senator Edward Markey (D-Mass.) introduced the 
amendment that led to Section 211 in the wake of a 
security consultant’s 2015 claim that he could hack into 

a plane’s flight systems via the cabin network, and a 
2015 GAO report warning that hackers could “gain   
access to navigational controls and commandeer a 
plane” via unsecured connections between in-flight 
entertainment networks on the avionics systems on 
certain planes.  The 2015 GAO report found that the 
FAA’s air-traffic control systems had “significant” cyber 
weaknesses and it recommended that the agency 
adopt an agency-wide threat model to identify all 
known threats and vulnerabilities; in support, it cited a 
report that such a threat model would allow FAA to 
approach cybersecurity in a proactive way, as opposed 
to its current reactive approach.   

As initially drafted, that Act would have required    
mandatory disclosure of information relating to 
cyberattacks on aircraft systems, and the establishment 
of standards to identify and address cybersecurity    
vulnerabilities to the U.S. commercial aviation system.  
Although this bill initially was passed by the Senate, the 
Act approved by the House and Senate removed all 
mandatory requirements and substituted voluntary 
compliance. 

Instead, the Act encourages the development of a 

framework for the voluntary sharing of cybersecurity 

information.  The Act requires the FAA, within 240 

days, to establish guidelines for the “voluntary          

exchange of information between and among aviation 

stakeholders pertaining to aviation-related cybersecuri-

ty incidents, threats and vulnerabilities.” The Act also 

requires the FAA to support “voluntary” efforts by the 

aviation industry to determine “consensus standards 

and best practices relating to guidance on aviation   

systems information security protection” and cyberse-

curity risk management activities.  The Act requires the 

FAA’s Aircraft Systems  Information Security Protection 

Working Group (ASISPWG) to identify and address   

cybersecurity risks associated with aircraft systems, 

including in-flight entertainment systems (and whether 

they “can and should be isolated and separate, such as 

through an air gap”).  Finally, the Act requires the FAA, 

within one year, to “assess and research the potential 

cost and timetable” of developing and maintaining an 

agency-wide threat model.   

Some view Section 211 as toothless.  Nevertheless, it 

may serve as an important initial step toward keeping 

the aviation industry more safe from cyber threats. The 

FAA Extension, Safety, and Security Act of 2016 (a/k/a 

FAA Reauthorization Act), Pub. L. No. 114-190, title II, 

§2111, 130 Stat. 625, signed into law on July 15, 2016. 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/636/text
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Struggle Over The Future of Products       

Liability Law in Pennsylvania Continues 

After Tincher 

William D. Janicki, San Francisco 

wjanicki@schnader.com 

 

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s landmark        

decision in Tincher v. Omega Flex continues to      

create uncertainty over many important aspects of 

product liability law in the state of Pennsylvania.  

Although not decided in an aviation products       

context, the Superior Court of Pennsylvania’s recent 

decision in Webb v. Volvo Cars of North America 

highlights just a one of these issues relating to the 

admissibility of industry or government standards 

evidence in a strict liability design defect case.  

Two years ago, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in 

Tincher overruled the seminal case of Azzarello v. 

Black Brothers Co., which had created a dichotomy 

between strict liability and negligence claims in 

Pennsylvania that ultimately led to the prohibition of 

introducing negligence concepts into strict products 

liability cases.  Under Azzarello, the trial court would 

determine whether a product is in an unreasonably 

dangerous defective condition, and the jury would 

determine the veracity of the factual allegations.  

Under Azzarello and its progeny, evidence of indus-

try or government standards was irrelevant and   

inadmissible in a strict products liability action.  In 

overruling Azzarello, the Supreme Court in Tincher 

held that the threshold determination of whether a 

product is defectively designed is an issue for the 

jury, not for the judge.  Azzarello no longer is the law 

following Tincher in part because it arguably is too 

difficult, in practice, to separate negligence concepts 

from strict liability concepts. 

In Tincher, the plaintiffs sued the defendant manu-

facturer in negligence and strict liability for allegedly 

defectively designed corrugated steel tubing used to 

deliver natural gas to their home.  The plaintiffs   

alleged the steel tubing melted after a lightning 

strike and ignited the natural gas inside, resulting in 

a fire that caused significant damage to their home.  

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court devised a frame-

work for defective design claims to be used by the 

jury.  The plaintiff must provide proof, in the alterna-

tive, either of the ordinary consumer’s expectations 

or of the risk-utility of a product.  The risk utility 

standard is derived from negligence concepts       

because the test evaluates whether a manufactur-

er’s conduct in manufacturing or designing a product 

was reasonable.   

The Tincher court recognized that other jurisdictions 

applying the risk-utility standard have shifted the 

burden of proof to the defendant.  In these jurisdic-

tions, if the plaintiff brings a strict liability cause of 

action based on the risk-utility standard, the         

defendant bears the burdens of production and per-

suasion to prove that the product in question is not 

defective in design.  In Tincher, the Pennsylvania  

Supreme Court declined to address whether the  

burden shifting rule would apply in Pennsylvania.  

In Webb, following a judgment in favor of defend-

ant, the Pennsylvania Superior Court on appeal (in a 

non-precedential decision) considered the role of 

government or industry standards in a strict liability 

design defect claim.  The action arose from a fatal 

car accident where plaintiff brought negligence and 

strict product liability claims against Volvo.  Volvo 

introduced evidence that the car passed applicable 

federal government motor vehicle safety standards.  

Following a nonsuit on plaintiff’s negligence claims, 

the trial court allowed the jury to consider evidence 

of the car’s compliance with the government    

standards on the remaining design defect strict    

liability claim.   

The Webb court acknowledged that the rule prohib-

iting government or industry standards evidence in a 

strict liability case had its genesis in the now-defunct 

Azzarello case.  However, the Webb court concluded 

that the overruling of Azzarello did not provide a 

sufficient basis for disregarding the evidentiary rules 

expressed in post-Azzarello cases that prohibited the 

admission of government and industry standard  

evidence.  The Webb court reasoned that a defective 

design could be widespread in an industry, and that 

Tincher did not undermine that rationale for         

excluding government or industry standards in such 

cases.  However, Webb also noted that under 

Tincher’s risk-utility theory, there is a possibility that 

the law will develop to shift the burden of produc-

tion and persuasion to the defendant.  If such a shift 

becomes the law in Pennsylvania, defendants then 

may have a basis to advocate for the admissibility of 

government or industry standards evidence in risk-

utility cases.  Applying the current law after Tincher, 

the Webb court vacated the judgment in favor of 
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Volvo and remanded the case for a new trial. 

Products liability law in Pennsylvania continues to be 

in a state of uncertainty following the decision in 

Tincher.  As many cases progress to summary judg-

ment briefing and to trial, courts in Pennsylvania are 

addressing the issues unresolved in Tincher,          

including the relevance of government and industry 

standard evidence to strict liability design defect 

claims.  Tincher v. Omega Flex, 104 A.3d 328 (Pa. 

2014); Webb v. Volvo Cars of N. Am., LLC, 2016 Pa. 

Super. Unpub. LEXIS 2214 (Pa. Super. Ct. June 24, 

2016). 

 

No Personal Jurisdiction over Airbus   

Americas, Inc. and Airbus S.A.S. in          

New York Federal Court 

Barry S. Alexander, New York 

balexander@schnader.com 

 

The district court’s decision in Merritt v. Airbus   

Americas, Inc., et al., provides further evidence of 

the shift in personal jurisdiction jurisprudence since 

the Supreme Court’s decision in Daimler AG v. Bau-

man.  This case involved claims by Mary Jo Merritt 

against Airbus Americas, Inc. (“AAI”) and Airbus 

S.A.S. to  recover for injuries 

she allegedly sustained while 

working as a flight attendant 

on board United Airlines 

Flight 517 from   Boston, 

Massachusetts to Washing-

ton, D.C. on September 27, 

2014.  She was injured while 

stowing her emergency 

demonstration equipment 

under one of two jump seats 

when another flight 

attendant stood up from the second jump seat, 

causing the seat to retract up and strike Ms. Merritt.  

Ms. Merritt alleged that she suffered a severe head 

trauma, concussion and serious brain injury.   

Ms. Merritt alleged that the defendants leased the 

aircraft to United, and that they “‘designed and   

installed [the] jump seats on the A320S aircraft … in 

a careless, reckless and negligent manner.’”  The      

defendants filed a motion to dismiss based on a lack 

of personal jurisdiction, in response to which Ms. 

Merritt asserted that specific jurisdiction was       

present. 

In holding that there was no personal jurisdiction 

over AAI or Airbus S.A.S., the court rejected Mr. 

Merritt’s arguments that Airbus’s internet advertise-

ments in America gave rise to personal jurisdiction.        

The court held that even if advertising was specifical-

ly directed at New York residents, there was no        

evidence that the advertising was “supplemented by 

business transactions occurring in the state … or … 

accompanied by a fair measure of the defendant’s 

permanence and continuity in New York which     

establishes a New York presence,” adding that “the 

internet’s existence and [Airbus’s] use of it to       

advertise are not sufficient to subject [Airbus] to 

personal jurisdiction.”   

Also insufficient was AAI and Airbus S.A.S.’s alleged 

knowledge that the aircraft would be flown into and 

out of New York.  Because Ms. Merritt was on a 

flight from Boston to Washington, D.C. when the 

incident occurred, she could not establish that AIA 

or Airbus S.A.S. caused injury within New York, a 

separate basis for specific personal jurisdiction.    

Finally, the court also rejected Ms. Merritt’s argu-

ment that personal jurisdiction existed because 

“Airbus S.A.S. ‘spent 

$150 billion in the United 

States’ in transactions 

with companies that 

have offices in New 

York.” 

This case is noteworthy 

as much for the issue not 

in dispute as the one that 

was, in that the plaintiff 

did not even argue that 

AIA or Airbus S.A.S. were 

subject to general personal jurisdiction.  The deci-

sion did not set forth sufficient facts to determine 

whether general jurisdiction would have been 

deemed      present before Daimler, but it is almost 

certain that the argument would have been made.  

Accordingly, this decision reflects the extent to 

which the Supreme Court’s decision in Daimler has 

effected a sea-change in the way we look at personal 

jurisdiction. Merritt v. Airbus Americas, Inc., Civil 

Action No. 2:15-CV-05937 (E.D.N.Y. Aug. 22, 2016).  
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Specific Jurisdiction:  Delaware Can Exercise 

Jurisdiction Over A Finnish Company Under 

“Minimum Contacts” Analysis 
J. Denny Shupe, Philadelphia 

dshupe@schnader.com  

Although decided in the context of a non-aviation 

case, a recent decision of the United States Court of 

Appeals for the Federal Circuit in Polar Elecro Oy. v. 

Suunto Oy adds further insight into the evolving law 

governing the exercise of specific jurisdiction over a 

foreign corporation in a United States court.  The 

appellate court found that the trial court erred in 

finding that Suunto lacked sufficient minimum     

contacts with Delaware to support specific jurisdic-

tion.  This case potentially is significant for compa-

nies outside the United States whose products are 

sold in the United States, including products sold 

through distributor networks. 

This case involved allegations of direct and indirect 

patent infringement through the manufacture, use, 

sale, offer for sale, and importation of exercise 

equipment products that were manufactured and 

sold by Suunto.  Suunto is a Finnish company with its 

principal place of business and manufacturing      

facilities in Finland.  

A parent company owned both Suunto and Amer 

Sports Winter & Outdoor (ASWO).  ASWO, a          

Delaware corporation with its principal place of busi-

ness in Utah, distributed Suunto’s products in the 

United States under a distribution agreement that 

required Suunto to supply products from Finland 

and to provide “outbound logistics services.”  Polar 

Electro sued Suunto in Delaware federal court, alleg-

ing that the sale of the  exercise equipment by 

Suunto through ASWO infringed on patents held by 

Polar Electro.  

The evidentiary record before the Court established 

that at least 94 allegedly infringing products had 

been shipped by Suunto from Finland to Delaware 

retailers using a standard ordering procedure       

between ASWO and Suunto, that at least three retail 

stores in Delaware sold the accused Suunto prod-

ucts, and that at least eight Suunto website sales of 

the products had been made to Delaware. 

A central issue on appeal was whether Suunto had 

sufficient “minimum contacts” with Delaware for the 

court to exercise specific personal jurisdiction over 

Suunto.  The test applied by the court to determine 

if specific jurisdiction existed required it to answer 

these three questions:  (1) did Suunto purposefully 

direct activities at residents of Delaware; (2) do the 

claims in the lawsuit arise out of activities              

directed to Delaware; and (3) under the circum-

stances, would the assertion of jurisdiction over 

Suunto be “reasonable and fair.” 

The appellate court reversed and remanded the dis-

missal of Suunto by the trial court, finding that 

Suunto had created sufficient minimum contacts 

with Delaware under a “stream of commerce”     

theory through the following process:   

(1) Suunto would receive a product order; (2) Suunto 

would process and package the order at its factory in 

Finland; (3) Suunto next would place the packaged 

product on its shipping dock for a third-party shipper 

to pick up; and (4) the third-party shipper then 

would deliver the order to an address in the United 

States provided by ASWO.   ASWO would pay for 

shipping the product, and title to the product would 

pass from Suunto to ASWO at Suunto’s shipping 

dock in Finland.  Suunto also owned a website that 

made the accused products available to Delaware 

consumers and listed retail stores in Delaware that 

carried the products for sale, and had ongoing war-

ranty and data privacy obligations to its purchasers 

in Delaware. 

The appellate court focused on Suunto’s “purposeful 

shipping of the accused products to Delaware” to 

find specific jurisdiction over Suunto—because 

Suunto was “acting in concert” with ASWO, and   

because “Suunto’s actions were purposefully        

directed to Delaware, indicating an intent and pur-

pose to serve not only the U.S. market generally, but 

also the Delaware market specifically.”   
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The Court did not have to reach the issue of whether 

online sales through Suunto’s website, and/or 

Suunto’s warranty and data privacy obligations to 

purchasers in Delaware, also would meet the 

“purposeful minimum contacts” test.  Because the 

trial court had not previously decided whether the 

exercise of jurisdiction over Suunto would be 

“reasonable and fair,” which is the third part of the 

specific jurisdiction inquiry, the case was remanded 

for the trial court to determine this issue.  Polar 

Elecro Oy. v. Suunto Oy, No. 15-1930, 2016 US. App. 

LEXIS 13221 (Fed. Cir. Jul. 20, 2016). 

Aircraft Lenders Get Collateral “As Is, Where 

It Is” In Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Cases  
Richard A. Barkasy, Wilmington, DE 

rbarkasy@schnader.com  

 

The U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of 

New York recently clarified the rights of the parties 

when collateral is surrendered to an aircraft lender or 

lessor pursuant to Section 1110 of the Bankruptcy 

Code.  The Bankruptcy Code provides aircraft financ-

ers a heightened ability to protect their collateral 

Aviation Group News 
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 in Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings, in order to 

encourage investment in new equipment for air  

carriers.  Under Section 1110, secured lenders  and 

lessors are permitted to repossess aircraft and relat-

ed equipment unless the debtor agrees to perform 

all of its contractual  obligations and to cure all non-

bankruptcy defaults. 

Section 1110 covers aircraft, aircraft engines, propel-

lers, appliances and spare parts.  Section 1110      

applies only where the debtor holds an air carrier 

operating certificate.   

The debtor’s election to abide by its contractual   

obligations must be made within 60 days of the   

filing of the bankruptcy, and must be approved by 

the Bankruptcy Court, which applies a business  

judgment standard.  The 60-day deadline may be 

extended by the Bankruptcy Court, but only with the 

agreement of the parties.  Moreover, defaults must 

be cured within 60 days of the bankruptcy filing, or 

30 days after the default, whichever is later.         

Defaults relating to the bankruptcy, insolvency or 

financial condition of the debtor, however, need not 

be cured.   

If the debtor does not make the election within the 

requisite 60-day period and timely cure any non-

bankruptcy defaults, the automatic bankruptcy stay 

terminates and the debtor is required to “surrender 

and return” the aircraft or aircraft equipment imme-

diately. The debtor is left with the early and stark 

choice of making payments according to                 

pre-bankruptcy terms or giving up the collateral. 

Since the Bankruptcy Code does not specify the  

conditions for the return of the aircraft or related 

equipment, the terms of return frequently are     

disputed in airline cases. In In re Republic Airways 

Holdings, Inc. the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the 

Southern District of New York declined to impose 

conditions on the return of the collateral.  

In that case, a lender had a security interest in      

various aircraft and engines that the debtors        

decided to surrender.  Certain of the lender’s en-

gines were not in the original airframes however, 

and some of the engines in the lender’s airframes 

were subject to third-party security interests.   

The lender contended that the debtors, at their own 

cost, should be required to return the aircraft with 

the matching engines. The court rejected the      

lender’s argument, holding that under Section 1110, 

the debtor is not required to relinquish the aircraft 

and related equipment in any particular condition.     

Rather, under Section 1110 the lender gets the    

collateral “as is, where it is.”  In the court’s view, it 

would be counterintuitive to require immediate  

return of the collateral while also imposing          

conditions on its surrender.   

The court did add that the lender would have a right 

to file a priority administrative expense claim to  

recover the cost of taking the engines off of the   

airframes that did not match, and that a reasonable-

ness test should be employed in evaluating such a 

claim, with any lack of diligence by the lender in 

seeking the return of the collateral being one factor.   

While the holding in In re Republic Airways Holdings, 

Inc. allows debtors which elect to surrender          

collateral under Section 1110 to avoid any contrac-

tual requirements or other conditions demanded by 

the lender in returning the collateral, it opens the    

debtor to priority claims for costs incurred as a    

result of the debtor’s failure to comply with any  

contractual conditions on the return of the aircraft 

or related equipment.  Given that the Bankruptcy 

Code requires that all priority administrative claims 

be satisfied on the effective date for a Chapter 11 

plan to be confirmed, the debtor’s creditors may 

end up bearing at least some of the surrender costs 

anyway. In re Republic Airways Holdings, Inc., 547 

B.R. 578 (Bankr. S.D. N.Y. 2016).  
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